LIMOUSINE
VIGNY P

ZLI 535
RELATIVE BREEDING VALUES, CZECH REPUBLIC

Paycheck P x Jordy
FR 8604154069

*24.9.2004

9/2011

Vigny P was born as a genetically polled
bull in the well known French breed
Domaine des Forges, a pioneer in
Limousine polled breeding. Although his
father is a Canadian bull Paycheck, the
French Limousine herd book accepted
Vigny and registered him in French
Limousine
Herd
Book.
He
was
successfully classified by a Czech
assessor, having received three times 8
points (10 is maximum) for beef
conformation of shoulders, back and
rump. He received great 81 points in the
total exterior scoring! Vigny was tested in
insemination in Germany, actually he win
following his progeny RZF index 104 and
BV for growth 113. His progeny are
expected to have good beef conformation
and frame. In Czech herds, his first calves
were weighted and classified. Except of
easy calving they approve up of average
conformation and high daily gain. These
results are a big success for polled bull!
Vigny is coming as universal sire for pure
Breeding values Germany (12/2010):
breeding as well as crossing.

Reliability
RZF (total selection index)
Weight in 365 days
Muscling

BOLIDE P

64 %
104
113
105

Direct effect

growth
120 days
103

growth
210 days
105

growth
365 days
94

index
growth
101

PERFORMANCE TEST:
41 progenies in 13 herds
Age
120 days
Weight/daily gain 203 kg/1342 g

210 days
381 kg/1410 g

13 months.
--/1317g

* EASY CALVING
* PURE BREEDING & CROSSBREEDING

ZLI 551

Ryde Uranos P x Nenuphar
FR 8700840992

*23. 9. 2006

Genetically polled Bolide represents a progressive
trend of the Limousine breeding. His Danish father,
polled Ryde Uranos P, has got perfect beef
conformation. Uranos doses are used for pure
breeding insemination in France and other countries
including Czech Republic. Maternal father is a well
known French improver Nenuphar, also widely used for
pure breeding. Bolide was purchased in France.
In the age of three years he shows very good growth
and development. We rate his beef conformation of
back and rump the most. We recommend Bolide both
for pure breeding and crossing as well.

* EASY CALVING
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ZAKO Pp

ZLI 320

RELATIVE BREEDING VALUES, CZECH REPUBLIC

Ridges x Fakir
CZ 100500 190

40 progenies in 9 herds
growth
9/2011
120 days
Direct effect
104

*11.9.1999

* FATHER OF BULLS
* FRAME
* EASY CALVING

NIKOLKA

index
growth
106

The bull is intensively used for his genetically
polled character in the world. He excels due
to large frame and extreme body lenght and
firm back. His actual insemination weight is
1400 kg, and he jumps at A.I. center for times
a week! Zako is a very fit bull and a reliable
semen donor. More than 80.000 doses have
been sold. Progeny are calved easily and are
lively with a high frame and growth capacity.

ESTIMATIMATION
9/2011

* 13.4.2005

Direct effect
Maternal effect

*
*
*
*

growth
365 days
107

RELATIVE BREEDING VALUES, CZECH REPUBLIC

ZLI 473

Kolja x Jokey
CZ 106446 081

growth
210 days
106

growth
120 days
108
101

growth
210 days
119
109

growth
365 days
112
112

index
growth
113
107

GROWTH ABILITY
MUSCLING
EASY CALVING
CONFORMATION 82 POINTS

The pedigree of the bull displays the best
premises for growth. His father Kolja and
maternal father Jokey have the growth breeding
value higher more than 120! Also Nikolka has
very high breeding value for growth. Nikolka
displays average frame with good beef
conformation which may be very useful in
crossbreeding.
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